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TPL - General

Triplan recently introduced the elegant TP 

Lite glass wall system with glass from 10 to 

12.76 mm security glass that meets sound 

insulation requirements up to Rw 39 dB. 

The glass is inserted into a single u section 

system, fixed in top and bottom and the 

glass is tightened to the u sections through 

the use of black rubber beads which are 

fitted on each side without the use of any 

special tools.

Offering striking yet simple design, TP Lite 

offers the elusion of space, light and confi-

dentiality without the need for solid walls.  

Enclosed but not visually restricting, the 

glass walls provide the perfect answer to 

today’s modern management engagement 

with their employees.  

Designed to meet the freedom architects 

and premises management demand   

TP Lite can be supplied with full or standard 

height glass or timber doors and the stylish 

head and base frame allows for glass 10mm 

to 12mm.

As with all our partitioning products TP Lite 

can be integrated with all Triplan systems to 

offer a comprehensive design.

The large glass surfaces provide the users 

with the option of decorating the walls with 

e.g. decoration film, sandblasted glass or silk 

screen treated glass.

In many modern companies there is a desire 

to express openness through large open 

plan offices. The advantages are a.o. that 

knowledge can be shared quickly between 

the employees and that the social networks 

across the organization thrive whilst the 

employees don’t need to leave their work-

stations.

The disadvantage by these open plan offices 

could be noise disturbances and the lack of 

an opportunity for a confidential talk and 

some privacy. For same reasons Triplan expe-

riences an increasing demand for meeting 

areas where one can hold a meeting without 

any compromise on openness and view.

The tendencies on the market are presently a 

desire for minimalistic full height glass walls 

for integration of simple pivot hung glass 

doors, glazed sliding doors, glass doors in an 

elegant simplistic steel frame or optionally 

solid sound rated doors in combination with 

one of the optional frame types that Triplan 

offers.

There is a wide selection of doors in combi-

nation with TP Lite. Triplan offers both the 

standard solution that has proven its worth 

over many years or taylor made solutions 

and sizes for your doors thereby ensuring 

that your project will turn out quite unique.

The u section system, standard doors and fra-

mes as well as brackets for pivot hung doors 

and sliding doors are stocked in Triplan stan-

dard colours but can optionally be supplied 

in powder lacquered finish in various colours. 

Stainless steel – genuine, not alu lookalike - is 

a Triplan option that few from the competi-

tion can match. 

Modular system
TP Lite differs from the rest of the Triplan 

products by being a simple U section system 

with a single layer of glass divided into indi-

vidual modules as per agreement. Triplan can 

supply glass in heights up to 4.2 metres and 

it’s the shape of the building that decides the 

limits. The u section system is manufactured 

on one of the many roll forming machines in 

Triplan’s plant. The u sections come in 3 dif-

ferent lengths and these can be combined as 

per one’s preference.
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Glass modules
The glasses are supplied as single layered 

glass panes either as hardened or laminated 

security glass and in thicknesses from 10 to 

12.76 mm. The glasses may optionally be 

foreseen with a special film that reduces 

sound transmission between the rooms. The 

glasses may also come with an elegant silk 

screened pattern or one may apply a colou-

red or patterned film onto the glass on site, 

as per one’s desire.

Junctions
The glasses can be joined vertically with 

either a transparent silicone tape which is 

innovative and very convenient. Or a grey fle-

xible acoustic tape or liquid silicone applied 

on site.

For EI30 and EI60 fire rated versions of TP 

Lite the junction grooves can be filled in 

using fire retardant material or a slim metal 

section.

For abutments to existing building surfaces 

one may select either a vertical metal section 

solution or simply use silicone. 

Junctions to doors may likewise be carried 

out using metal sections or silicone grooves 

depending on the type of door that is invol-

ved in the project. 

TPL - General
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The TP Lite wall has a selection of joints for 
modules and abutments to walls, ceiling 
and floor. Here the recommended solutions 
are shown.

Wall abutments
Abutment to existing walls, as a continua-
tion or in an angle. Here an abutment to an 
existing wall is shown using an 18 mm u 
steel section.

Corner solutions
Corner solution here shown using an ele-
gant steel section. Optionally just using 
Triplan silicone tape or on site applied liquid 
silicone.

Top solutions
Abutment to ceiling here shown using a 45 
mm steel section that allows for tolerance 
absorptions.

Base solutions
Abutment to floor here shown using a 30 
mm steel section that allows for certain tole-
rance absorptions.

Door solutions
The TP Lite wall caters for various door fra-
ming and door leaf solutions e.g. glazed or 
solid door leaves in optional dimensions 
and surfaces. Door frames in steel, optionally 
standard frames of the Flexica system or the 
shown TP Lite T-frame in 50 mm thickness 
with mitred corners and integrated pivot 
hinges.

Module joints
TP Lite’s vertical junctions can be carried 
out in optional ways, here shown using a 3 
mm Triplan transparent silicone tape that 
is applied easily on site and ensures an ele-
gant junction. Optionally applying a 5 mm 
liquid silicone groove. 

TPL - Joints
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* Glass panes should not exceed 3.6 m²

Module type

 Module A
 Full-height glass module.

 Module N
 Door module.

 Module P
 Full-height door module.

Module surface

Glass

Glazed, painted or veneered

Glazed, painted or veneered

Height
mm

max. 4200

*

max. 4200 

max.  3000

Module thickness
mm (walltype)

20

50

50

Width
mm

max. 1500

Min. 750

Max. 1733

Min. 750 

Max. 1733

Standard module widths
mm

Free choise of

module width

900

900
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TPL - Wall types

    *  Laboratory measured values.

  **  Calculated values.

***  Carried out using Forster Fuego Light steel sections.

Thickness
mm

10

12

10,38

12,38

23

31

Sound attenuation
Rw dB

34 **

36 **

38 **

39 *

40 **

42 **

Fire class
min.

-

-

-

-

EI30 ***

EI60 ***

Weight
Kg/m2

25

30

25

30

52

69

Wall type Description

 TP Lite 1
 TP Lite full glass with 10 mm hardened  

 float glass 

 TP Lite 2
 TP Lite full glass with 12 mm hardened  

 float glass 

 TP Lite 3
 TP Lite full glass with 10.38 mm laminated  

 sound glass 

 TP Lite 4
 TP Lite full glass with 12.38 mm laminated  

 sound glass 

 TP Lite 5
 TP Lite fire with 23 mm Contraflam

 structure 

 TP Lite 6
 TP Lite fire with 31 mm Contraflam

 structure 
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TPL - Sectional views

Top solutions Base solutionsModule joints
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Corner joints T-jointsFixing to walls
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TPL - Glass module

Vertical section

Horizontal section
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TPL - List of components

Component

1 

 Upper rail

2 

 Lower rail

3 

 Rubber beads

4 

 Glass 10 / 12 mm

5 

 Silicone tape

6 

 Nylon packer

7

 Screw

8 

 Rawl plug


